Fano-like resonance in symmetry-broken gold nanotube dimer.
The influences of the symmetry-breaking on the plasmon resonance couplings in the isolated gold nanotube and the gold nanotube dimer have been investigated by means of the finite element method. It is found that the core offset of gold nanotubes leads to the red-shifts of the low energy modes and the enhanced near-field on the thin shell side of the symmetry-broken gold nanotube (SBGNT). In the weak coupling model of the SBGNT dimer, the interference of the bonding octupole mode of the dimer with the dipole modes causes a strong Fano-like resonance in scattering spectrum. The Fano dip shows a red-shift and becomes deep with the increase of the offset-value. In the strong coupling model of the SBGNT dimer, the coupling between two SBGNTs induces giant electric field enhancement at the gap of the dimer, which is much larger than that in the symmetry gold nanotube dimer. The SBGNT with larger offset-value exhibits stronger near-field at the "hot spot".